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Major Atmospheric Gamma-Ray Imaging Cherenkov TelescopeMajor Atmospheric Gamma-Ray Imaging Cherenkov Telescope

„Te stry of te MAGIC project 
is a txtbook example of th e 
merging of partcle physics and 
astonomy int te modern feld of 
astopartcle physics.“



  

MMajorajor  AAtmospherictmospheric  GGamma-rayamma-ray  IImagingmaging  CCherenkovherenkov  TTelescopeselescopes

MAGIC

Mirrors:Mirrors:
• 2 x 17m (234m2 x 17m (234m22), f/d=1), f/d=1
• parabolic shapeparabolic shape
• formed from 964 / 247formed from 964 / 247
              spherical mirrorsspherical mirrors

total weight: ~65 t eachtotal weight: ~65 t each
fast repositioningfast repositioning

Cameras:Cameras:
• 576 / 1039 PMTs,576 / 1039 PMTs,
• FoV = 3.5FoV = 3.5°° ,,
• observation possible with observation possible with 

moon above horizon  ==> moon above horizon  ==> 
            gain ~50% observation gain ~50% observation 

timetime

angular resolution O(0.1angular resolution O(0.1oo))
lowest Trigger Threshold: lowest Trigger Threshold: 
50 GeV (M1)50 GeV (M1)

Roque de los Muchachos, Canary Islands, 2200m a.s.l.Roque de los Muchachos, Canary Islands, 2200m a.s.l.
~150 scientists from 24 Institutes in 10 countries~150 scientists from 24 Institutes in 10 countries

MAGIC

85 m85 m



  

SNRsSNRs Pulsars/PWNsPulsars/PWNs Dark MatterDark Matter

γγ -ray horizon-ray horizonGRBsGRBs

AGNsAGNs

X-Ray BinariesX-Ray Binaries

GalacticGalactic ExtragalacticExtragalactic
Fundamental/Fundamental/
CosmologyCosmology

Scientifc PillarsScientifc Pillars

Very high energy gamma rays from a distant Quasar: 
How transparent is the Universe?
MAGIC Collaboration, Science 320 (2008) 1752    

+ Quantum gravity, + Quantum gravity, 
      Cosmic Rays...Cosmic Rays...

MAGIC science paperMAGIC science paper
presented @ last year’s meeting:presented @ last year’s meeting:



  

MAGIC since the last CHIPP meeting:MAGIC since the last CHIPP meeting:

17 MAGIC publications in Refereed Journals 
+ 1 accepted, 1 submitted, more in preparation..

including 2 more in the “Science” Magazine:

 

publications

Observation of Pulsed gamma-Rays Above 25 GeV From the Crab 
Pulsar with MAGIC
MAGIC Collaboration, Science 322 (2008) 1221    

Radio Imaging of the Very-High-Energy gamma-Ray Emission Region in 
the Central Engine of a Radio Galaxy
The VERITAS Collaboration, the VLBA 43 GHz M 87 Monitoring Team, 
The H.E.S.S. Collaboration, The MAGIC Collaboration 
Science 325 (2009) 444-448    

http://veritas.sao.arizona.edu/sciexp/M87/Index.html


  

Galactic Highlight: The Crab PulsarGalactic Highlight: The Crab Pulsar

Whipple 1989: Whipple 1989: 

First VHE source detected, continuous - Crab nebulaFirst VHE source detected, continuous - Crab nebula

MAGIC 2008:MAGIC 2008:

First detection of pulsed First detection of pulsed γγ  Rays > 25 GeV Rays > 25 GeV

cut-off offers possibility for cross-calibration cut-off offers possibility for cross-calibration 

with Fermiwith Fermi

Crab 
1054

1989



  

The Crab Pulsar - ImplicationsThe Crab Pulsar - Implications

25 GeV threshold for pulsed emission25 GeV threshold for pulsed emission

(new trigger + phase information)(new trigger + phase information)

cutoff cutoff -> lower limit of 6 stellar radii-> lower limit of 6 stellar radii

-> polar  cap excluded, -> polar  cap excluded, 

        slot gap challengedslot gap challenged

Crab 2 “Emission” “Absorption”



  

M87Extragalactic Highlight: M87Extragalactic Highlight: M87

Giant Radio Galaxy (FR-1)Giant Radio Galaxy (FR-1)
Virgo ClusterVirgo Cluster
very close: 16.7 Mpc awayvery close: 16.7 Mpc away
SMBH:SMBH: ~6 · 10 ~6 · 1099 solar masses solar masses
angle jet - line of sight:angle jet - line of sight: 15 - 25 deg 15 - 25 deg

HEGRA 1999: HEGRA 1999: 
first indication for VHE emissionfirst indication for VHE emission
for a long time the only RG in VHEfor a long time the only RG in VHE

interpreted as ‘misaligned blazar’interpreted as ‘misaligned blazar’

H.E.S.S. 2006:H.E.S.S. 2006:  
variability years - 2 days variability years - 2 days 
constrains emission regionconstrains emission region



  

„„M87 Collaborators“M87 Collaborators“

H.E.S.S. VERITAS

MAGIC 

M87community
VLBA



  

M87Extragalactic Highlight: M87Extragalactic Highlight: M87

Huge flare in 2008 Huge flare in 2008 
-> MAGIC triggered follow up observations-> MAGIC triggered follow up observations

<1d  variability timescales  above 350 GeV<1d  variability timescales  above 350 GeV

VLBA sees high state of core, VLBA sees high state of core, 
Chandra sees low state of HST 1Chandra sees low state of HST 1

->indicates TeV emmission from central region of M87!->indicates TeV emmission from central region of M87!

Zur Anzeige wird der QuickTimeﾪ 
Dekompressor �� 

benﾚtigt.



  

- Drive upgradeDrive upgrade

- 2nd MAGIC telescope inaugurated April 25th 2009!!2nd MAGIC telescope inaugurated April 25th 2009!!
  (ETH contribution: Active mirror control)(ETH contribution: Active mirror control)

- - MAGIC -II DAQ based on DOMINO chip from PSIMAGIC -II DAQ based on DOMINO chip from PSI

gain more than just duplication...gain more than just duplication...

MAGIC Instrumentation 2009:MAGIC Instrumentation 2009:

stereo



  

Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov TelescopesImaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes

air 
shower

cos τ
c  = 1/(β

 n)

~
10 km

~100 m

primary γ  

Cherenkov 
light cone

γγ   candidatecandidateγγ   candidatecandidate hadron showerhadron showerhadron showerhadron shower
focal plane:

huge detection area (~ 10huge detection area (~ 105 5 mm22) ) 
compared to satellites (~1 mcompared to satellites (~1 m22))

but: faint (~100 but: faint (~100 γγ C C / m/ m22) and fast (few ns)) and fast (few ns)

background: isotropic Cosmic Rays (x 10background: isotropic Cosmic Rays (x 104 4 !)!)
-> -> imagingimaging telescopes telescopes

technique



  

Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov TelescopesImaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes

air 
shower

cost
c  = 1/(β
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~
10 km

~100 m

primary γ  

Cherenkov 
light cone



  

Stereo SummaryStereo Summary

why stereo
improved angular resolution (~30% better)

improved energy resolution (25% -> 15%)

improved sensitivity (by factor of 2-3)

       regular stereo observations starting October 2009

MAGIC I

MAGIC II

H.E.S.S.



  

SummarySummary

Interesting times ahead!Interesting times ahead!  

summary
Science Highlights last year:Science Highlights last year:

- Pulsars Physics: pulsation to > 25 GeV => indicates - Pulsars Physics: pulsation to > 25 GeV => indicates 

emission further away from central objectemission further away from central object

- Extragalactic Physics: M87 => indicates emission - Extragalactic Physics: M87 => indicates emission 
from close to the central BHfrom close to the central BH

MAGIC II:MAGIC II:
all hardware installed, all hardware installed, 

end of commissioning phase, end of commissioning phase, 
first signal detected,first signal detected,
unrivalled sensitivity below 200 GeVunrivalled sensitivity below 200 GeV



  

VHE Gamma-Ray AstronomyVHE Gamma-Ray Astronomy
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VHE Gamma-Ray AstronomyVHE Gamma-Ray Astronomy
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p

 

slower 
e-

Bγ

e-

p

π + π -π 0

γγ

e-

γ

γ

e-

nucleus

γ

energetic particles + 
“something” (matter/photons/fields) -> γ -rays 

Original Question: Origin of Cosmic RaysOriginal Question: Origin of Cosmic Rays



  

Stereo SimulationsStereo Simulations

M2



  

Stereo SimulationsStereo Simulations

Fermi-M



  

Just Scratching More Galactic Science...Just Scratching More Galactic Science...

-Majority of sources: Pulsar wind nebulae -Majority of sources: Pulsar wind nebulae 

    -> population studies, energy dependent morphology..-> population studies, energy dependent morphology..

-X-Ray binaries: -X-Ray binaries: 

    -> emission modulated with orbital periodicity, -> emission modulated with orbital periodicity, 

phase dependent spectra..phase dependent spectra..

-Molecular Cloud near the Galactic Centre:-Molecular Cloud near the Galactic Centre:

-“Dark” sources...-“Dark” sources...

Gal

HESS J1825-137

Egret

CS emission
(molecular clouds)



  

AGN Var
Rapid VariabilityRapid Variability

VHE flares on min timescalesVHE flares on min timescales
-> small emission region-> small emission region  

AGN jet sizes >10AGN jet sizes >1055 Ly Ly

MAGIC on Mrk501MAGIC on Mrk501 HESS on PKS 2155-304 HESS on PKS 2155-304 



  

AGN
Flaring Active Galactic NucleiFlaring Active Galactic Nuclei

Energy dep. arrival time !!   Intrinsic??  Quantum Gravity?? ...Energy dep. arrival time !!   Intrinsic??  Quantum Gravity?? ...
[astro-ph/0702008][astro-ph/0702008] [astro-ph/0810.3475][astro-ph/0810.3475]

 

250-600 GeV
(Mrk 501)

600-1200 GeV

1200-10000 GeV

4min bins

> 800  GeV

Lag?

200-800  GeV



  

QG
Probe for Quantum GravityProbe for Quantum Gravity

Some quantum gravity models predict effective energy dependence of c

      ∆c/c = -E/MQG1  or  ∆c/c = -(E/MQG2)2

-> need large distances & energy differences, but also timestamp 

Assuming energy-independent emission time, dispersion caused by Quantum-Gravity effects:

- Whipple for Mrk 421 (z=0.031): M
QG1

 > 4 1016 GeV

- Magic for Mrk 501 (z=0.034): MQG1 ~ 0.4 1018 GeV  or 95% lower limits: MQG1 > 0.26 1018 GeV
               

    - H.E.S.S. in PKS 2155 (z=0.116): MQG1 > 0.72 1018 GeV

- Fermi from GRB 080916C (z=4.35): MQG1 > 1.3 1018 GeV!! 

 

Source-intrinisc time shift -> lower limits would get higher!

More sensitive instruments -> greater redshift -> smaller dt, larger dE -> improve limits

Collect more statistics - of one source for consistency of results
- of sources at different z to disentangle from astrophysical effects 



  

EBL: AGN at large redshiftEBL: AGN at large redshift

x
xx

γ VHEγ EBL →  e+e-

EBL

Probing the Extragalactic Background LightProbing the Extragalactic Background Light

Approx.
`Gamma-ray horizon’
Adapted from Martinez

D. Mazin, M. Raue
arXiv:astro-ph/0701694
(no EBL spectrum assumed)

Weak assumptions
on EBL spectrum

Lower limit from
galaxy counts

 Universe more transparent
    for gamma rays!

EBL



  

DM
Indirect Dark Matter SearchIndirect Dark Matter Search

Overwhelming evidence from rotational curves, galaxy collisions, WMAP, Overwhelming evidence from rotational curves, galaxy collisions, WMAP, 
SN cosmology...: cold non-barionic dark matter needed (CDM)SN cosmology...: cold non-barionic dark matter needed (CDM)

Natural candidates: WIMPs (e.g. SUSY neutralino, lightest stable Higgs Natural candidates: WIMPs (e.g. SUSY neutralino, lightest stable Higgs 
particle, Kaluza-Klein DM...)particle, Kaluza-Klein DM...)

recent results from PAMELA and ATIC (if DM) recent results from PAMELA and ATIC (if DM) 

point to rel. heavy particles (~1 TeV), point to rel. heavy particles (~1 TeV), 
ideal for Cherenkov Telescopesideal for Cherenkov Telescopes

Possible signaturesPossible signatures
-Lepton - Excess with spectral break -Lepton - Excess with spectral break 

(propagation)(propagation)

-Annihilation “line” + cutoff-Annihilation “line” + cutoff
        

BUT: astroph/0905.0105: LE analysis shows no bump!BUT: astroph/0905.0105: LE analysis shows no bump!



  

DM
New Gamma-Ray Contributions from Dark Matter New Gamma-Ray Contributions from Dark Matter 

Intermediate bremsstrahlung not helicity suppressedIntermediate bremsstrahlung not helicity suppressed
-> Enhanced flux and clear observational signature -> Enhanced flux and clear observational signature 

        from Majorana particle annihilationfrom Majorana particle annihilation

Example: benchmark point BM3, 
mass = 233 GeV, 
fulfils all accelerator constraints, 
has WMAP-compatible relic density

previous estimate of γ -ray 
spectrum (DarkSUSY 4.1)



  

DM
But where to look? But where to look? 

High DM concentration expected in:High DM concentration expected in:

- Galactic Center -> outshined by foreground sources

- Dwarf Galaxies -> expected to be dim (e.g. Draco measured by MAGIC)

- Galaxy Clusters -> extended, other VHE sources present

- Center sun/earth -> not observable

- Intermediate Mass Black Holes and

- Massive Halo Objects -> need candidates from all-Sky experiment like Fermi

(unidentified source with very hard spectra)

Cutoff from IACTs provides smoking gun signature

via lactea
J. Diemand

current instruments still need optimistic assumtions, but...current instruments still need optimistic assumtions, but...
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